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Agenda 

● Intro

● What is AI?

● AI for Product & Design

○ Keep Your Customer Problem Front and Center

○ Build the Right Team

○ Validate Your Ship-Sinkers Fast and Early

○ Balance UX & Data Needs

○ Design for Reuse

○ Sell the Benefit

● Case Study: SmartQueues

● Q&A
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About Me
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Poll: What does AI mean?



Artificial Intelligence

“The branch of computer science concerned with 
making computers behave like humans.”

- Dartmouth Conference on AI



Machine Learning

“Field of study that gives computers the ability to 
learn without being explicitly programmed.”

-Arthur Samuel

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2016/12/06/what-is-the-difference-between-artificial-intelligence-and-machine-learning/#721946fe2742

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2016/12/06/what-is-the-difference-between-artificial-intelligence-and-machine-learning/#721946fe2742
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ML involves giving the computer the answer key from existing data and 
training it to replicate that answer

Traditional Programming

Machine Learning

Input data Execute the 
program

Train the computer 
on data on inputs 

and results

New program you 
can use to provide 
results from input

Input data

Result

Result
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Good use cases for ML

Human-like processing, where 
scale is limited by headcount

Situations where data is large or 
complicated, making it difficult 

for humans to find patterns

● Reviewing phone calls for quality or 
compliance

● Reviewing transactions for fraud

● Answering common customer 
questions

● Credit risk modeling

● Workflow optimization

● Identifying customer segments
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Bad use cases for ML

• When a simple algorithm can be used
• Humans can do the work, 

cost-effectively
• Regulations mandate no room for error
• You don’t have (and can’t get) quality 

data to learn from
• There’s no clear business customer

Use Cases
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Machine Learning Doesn’t Mean Self-Learning

What ML CAN Do:

Learn patterns in large 
well-labeled datasets and 
make high-accuracy 
decisions on a similar 
dataset (same population

What ML CAN Do:

● Learn patterns in large 
well-labeled datasets and 
make high-accuracy 
decisions on a similar 
dataset (same population)

What ML CANNOT Do:

● Learn patterns in one 
population and apply them 
to another

● Learn from small datasets
● Have 100% accuracy
● Self-learn

 Gray Area
 Unsupervised learning (unlabeled data)
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AI for Product & Design



● Be crystal clear and laser focused on the most 
important problem you’re trying to solve

● Define what success looks like in a measurable, 
binary way 

● Measure your results until you succeed

Think of AI as another type of technology - a how, not a why

Tip #1: Keep your customer problem front and center
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Case Study: SmartQueues



Consumer Lender

Dealer

When a Consumer decides to finance a vehicle, the dealer purchases 
that contract and sells it to a lender



Consumer Relationship Manager

Dealer

At Capital One Auto Finance, Relationship Managers (RMs) negotiate 
with dealers to convert approvals into contracts



Examples of Strategies Employed by RMs:

Dealer information

Time

Competitiveness of our offer

Deal potential profitability

RMs use judgment to choose which approvals to contact a dealer 
about, but it is not always clear to them what the best strategy is



What we learned from RMs

● Rely too much on judgment
● Hard to know how effective I am
● Lots of data, hard to synthesize
● Spend too much time reacting

As a RM, I try to win as much business as possible, but I do not know effective I am 
or how to improve my strategy

We leveraged user research to define a clear problem statement

User Research Methods

● Empathy interviews
● Iterative prototype testing
● Usability research
● Observation



Data Scientist
Develop model, test 

design, Model 

approvals

Developing a machine learning product is often a complex and cross-functional effort

Analyst
Help understand 

opportunity and 

success, Credit 

decision, approvals

Product 

Manager
Manage expectations 

and intended outcomes 

between the customer, 

tech, and the business

Design
Draft user 

experiences to solve 

customer problems

Engineering
Architect and 

implement the 

desired customer 

solution

18Tip #2: Build the right team



SmartQueues involved a very large cross-functional project 
team

PdM BA DS Tech Design Sales 
Associates

Legal / 
Compliance



● Identify your riskiest unknowns that must be true 
for your product to work

● Rapidly experiment to turn unknowns → knowns

● Iterate quickly and scrappily

● As with any product, increase fidelity and reduce # 
prototypes as confidence improves

Tip #3: Validate your ship-sinkers fast and early



Can the model 
accurately predict the 

likelihood of us 
winning a deal?

Will augmented 
intelligence be able to 

win more business 
than a RM on their 

own?

Will users understand 
and trust the 

product?

We quickly rolled out a series of tests to validate our key unknowns



ONE DESIGN

Refresh button 
re-runs model

Existing buttons 
used to track calls

RMs trained NOT 
use filters

No UI changes

In order to rollout the tests quickly, we balanced usability and 
speed-to-market in our test and product designs



https://rebel.cloud.capitalone.com/

Smart Queues 
Toggle

Turns Smart 
Queues On and Off

2 Smart Queues 
Ranking

Re-orders RMs’ 
queue from highest 

score to lowest 
score

4Submitter Phone 
Number

Used to indicate that 
an RM is making a 

proactive outbound 
dealer call

1

3

4

1 3 Link by dealer or 
submitter

Used to group 
approvals from either 
same dealer or same 

submitter

For later iterations, we made some design changes to improve the user 
experience and allow necessary data capture

https://rebel.cloud.capitalone.com/


We missed a key unknown! Any guesses?



Will users have time 
to use the product? 

We missed a key unknown!



UX Tech

Business

Data fuels your model!

● If there are no available sources of 
data, we need to create a data flow

● We must be able to validate the 
product’s success

● If the model will be enhanced, data 
to measure performance is key

UX fuels your customer experience!

● Define ‘good enough’ at each stage 
of your product; do not sacrifice 
‘good enough’

● Get feedback often and early

● Know that just like the model, your 
design will improve over time

Tip #4: Balance UX and Data Needs
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Break capabilities (product, 
design, technology) down to 
the smallest chunk possible.

Spend some time exploring 
reusable capabilities.

Tip #5: Design for reuse



Sell based on the benefits, not the features

Feature Benefit

A 5 GB hard drive in a 4x2 inch case. 1,000 songs in your pocket

Drive for up to 50 miles at speeds up 
to 50 mph on a flat.

● Safer handling as the flat occurs
● Able to move to a safe location to 

change the tire or call someone
● Able to continue your day and call 

while arranging for a fix.

Never stuck on the highway for a flat 
tire again.

Tip #6: Sell the benefit



SmartQueues Launch Celebrations User-facing Dashboard + Monthly 
Results Communications

91%
45%

3.2% 7-9%

Creative internal PR and reporting on product value helped us gain user 
trust



Lets see what RMs are saying

Let’s see what RMs are saying

https://docs.google.com/file/d/11A5iDFUWVrw2zzSz5vYtKhqVpix7u2tt/preview
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11A5iDFUWVrw2zzSz5vYtKhqVpix7u2tt/view?usp=sharing
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Recap

➔ Keep Your Customer Problem Front and Center

➔ Build the Right Team

➔ Validate Your Ship-Sinkers Fast and Early

➔ Balance UX & Data Needs

➔ Design for Reuse

➔ Sell the Benefit
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Q&A


